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The break of 1.2875 early this year is just confirming things should get worse for the EUR/USD in 2012. The head

and shoulders pattern that took place in 2011 calls for much lower prices in 2012. 

First “logical target” is set at 1.1880, previous Dow Theory low pivot point made back in June 2010. The bearish

head and shoulders pattern follows its course - we keep saying since January 2012. This bearish head and shoulders

pattern calls for a target of 1.1270 – the head equaling the distance from 1.4940 to 1.3000 and the neckline was

broken at 1.3210. Subtracting the 1940 pips from 1.3210, targets roughly 1.13. Only a move above previous Dow

Pivot level - which moved this week from 1.4250 to 1.3490 following the down break of 1.2620 - would cancel this

scenario.

The break of 1.2620 this week is confirming the above bearish scenario. We expect price will score new lows -

targeting and testing the bottom side of the downside channel (red doted line on the above chart) as there is not

much support levels left now before price reaches the 1.1880 region - according of course some type of

psychological level at this stage around the 1.25 figure. Another psychological support level lies before 1.1880,

represented by the 1.20 mark.

Sell rallies is still favored, anything around 1.28 (see daily picture comment), with a protective stop positioned

above 1.3040 - playing the safety 1.2970 pivot level. In fact, now that 1.2620 has been cleared, the bears have

finally the road wide open to test 2010's low (1.1880).



EURUSD DAILY PICTURE
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The break of 1.2970 & 1.2620 cleared all the potential bear doubts, with first target evaluated at 1.2520

(February-April symmetric triangle's target). As we said in NFL, touchdown!

Our Bear Bull index navigated the whole week at the highest possible score [0;10], with the bars chart and the odds

trend indicator both in red territory. Yes, bears are in full control, with bulls just asking themselves when will the

EUR/USD stop bleeding? Therefore, one question is left in bull's mind: shall price continue to tumble like a

stone until we reach 1.20? Potentially everything is in place for a sharp fall toward 1.20 (who said fundamental

picture?), excepting some oversold warning signals taking place on the short-term. Oh, no worries for the bears, the

maximum retracement is evaluated at 1.2820 (you got it, previous Dow Theory pivot level) where we recommend to

sell again - or start to go short should you have waited for the 1.2620 break confirmation. And as long as bulls do

not conquer 1.3040 again, there is not much left for them.

Weekly ribbon remains bearish, downside channel was never broken (see above chart), accompanied by a triangle

downside breakout, the bear's road is wide open. As said last week, the only concern here are the number of

downside gaps left behind, that could create a vicious "bull trap" back to the above mentioned target - 1.2820

logically, potentially 1.2920 but we doubt this trap would go that high. Still, we would not play this potential

scenario on the upside, but rather use it to go short as we remain confident next move will be on the downside,

targeting soon the 1.20 mark. Protective stops for long-term players remains at this stage above 1.3290. Synopsis,

potential bull's trap to 1.2820 and then, you know the story. Don't catch a falling knife!
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EUR/JPY is still trapped from 2009 inside a falling wedge pattern and as long as price cannot:

(a) break previous Dow Theory pivot level (111.60) and in the process

(b) overpass the wedge's resistance trendline (110, in magenta), this trend remains bearish. 

Current falling wedge warns that price will reverse in the future once the pattern is over, with one terminal leg on

the downside still missing to complete the descending wedge pattern scenario. 111.60's rejection confirmed

the importance of that level!

Dow Theory cycle is bearish and only a move above 111.60's pivot would see the bulls again in command. Based 

on last weeks price action, EUR/JPY's downtrend resumed. Target was seen at 101/103 (reached last week).

Our BearBull index is bearish based on Friday's close [1;9], with bar chart in red status since the 4th May. Sell rallies

remains our favorite strategy at this stage. We expected a relief rally back to 103 (due to oversold condition) and

price just managed to score 102.15. Still, our point of view was to sell rallies, not to go long against the trend. Next 

target should be a full test of January's low set at 97. Last but not least, we expected this downside leg to 101

since March, being part of a potential inverted head and shoulders. The fact that price went below 100 invalidates

this potential bullish scenario. Bears in full control on this currency pair, which also impact the USD/JPY bullish

scenario at this stage, or just delaying it?
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The cable showed a different type of bearish pattern in 2011. As represented above on our chart, a bearish saucer

was talking place, with its resistance placed at 1.60/1.61. Dow Theory was positioned on the downside, confirmed

with a new low scored at 1.5230 early January - pushing previous Dow high pivot from 1.6620 to 1.6170. However, 

this level was clearly broken a month ago. We highlighted above also a potential bearish Head & Shoulders -

but this is just a question of "eye perspective", or personal point of view - the left shoulder being "authorized" to

score 1.6320 before market turns again on the downside. The fact bulls took over the 1.6170 level was a clear

victory. And since price tested the 1.63 level, cable is tumbling ... Welcome to technical analysis.  

As mentioned this year on previous reports, a move above 1.6170 would invalidate current bearish cycle on cable,

reversing Dow Theory and piercing the saucer's resistance in the process. Now all the focus is again place on 1.56

level, which if taken out, would again reverse Dow Theory on the downside and reactivate the head and shoulders

pattern. The fact that 1.6050 gave away "so easily" on the downside calls for (a) a false break of the saucer's

resistance (b) a reactivation of the potential bearish head and shoulders pattern. But bears must take out 1.56 first

and then break 1.5230 to give credence to the above scenario. We are very bearish EUR/GBP cross, with EUR/USD

going faster on the downside compare to the GBP/USD. We prefer to stay outside, wait for a clear signal, as a wide

trading range activity inside 1.5620/1.6050 would not surprised us, considering cable's atypical behavior. Still, below

1.5600/20, the bull's trap - that went as high as 1.63 back in April - would become a remarkable one ...
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After clearing the 1.6170 level, our bearish scenario vanished away. The fact our BearBull index turned less bullish

on the 5th May was a first concern, the "easy" break of 1.6050 was the second one. Now that our BearBull's index

displays [1;9] and that the bars chart status in red in another concern top - and bull's trap - is in place. Let's

explaining this differently: price spend five months to break the 1.6050 level and stood above this level just two

weeks. False break? Bull trap? Baptized it how you want, we are back to square one. The upside channel

has been broken too, with 1.56 as next support level. Should this level break, then we would be "pushed" back to

our previous bearish scenario.

With weekly ribbon moving averages in favor of the bulls on one side, and with daily ribbon having crossed on the

bearish side again, the name of the game is called EUR/GBP. We are bearish on EUR/GBP and we remain

confident cable will not fall as fast as the EUR/USD as a matter of fact. It doesn't mean it cannot fall below

1.56. We think at this stage this support will hold as we have in mind a potential wide consolidation activity

inside previous pivot levels, 1.56 and 1.6050. And as long as these levels holds, we would not take a bet on next

move, even though the head and shoulders pattern developed on our weekly analysis is taking the lead again. 

For this week, we would play the range trading scenario, buying near the 1.5620 level with 50 pips risk, as we would

sell at 1.6050 with again 50 pips risk on the table (no change here). Otherwise, at this stage, our best call would

be to stay outside this market, or play the EUR/GBP on the downside as a much safer bet. When movements are

not clear, better stay out!
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As spotted on USD/CHF's price, current Dow Theory and its pivot levels - represented by H and L - is in a classical

bull phase. In other words, USD/CHF is developing higher highs and higher lows. As long as the last pivot level made

in February 2012 - 0.8930 considering this week new high - doesn't break, USD/CHF remains in a bullish cycle.

2012's Q1 action price was obviously just a correction, which is history since price broke the above displayed

triangle on the upside.

As this corrective leg founds its bottom, we expected another test of the 0.9595 high and ideally a move above,

testing again the parity. It took place these days. Our BearBull index is again very bullish [10;0], with both trend

indicators in green phase. The fact price broke 0.93 in March remained a welcome signal, Dow Theory being

positioned again on the upside. This week rally was another trigger we were expecting, confirming bulls are

definitely back in town.

The magenta line on the above chart represents the natural resistance of a bullish cup and handle. This pattern

suggests a move as high as 1.15 is underway: the target is calculated by the length of the cup added above the

magenta line. The break of 0.9340 confirms the bottom is in place and piercing 0.9595 this week activates

the bullish cup and handle scenario. Like the EUR/USD, some gaps could be filled first before upside rally

continues. We were betting for a retracement back to 0.9250/00 last week but market stopped at 0.9365 and then

scored a new high at 0.9610. Therefore, as you would figured out yourself, 0.9365 is now the latest recent Dow

Theory pivot level and will act as a strong support area for now. If retracement takes place around 0.9365, we

would use this welcome correction to buy more dollars as we are chasing now the parity (1.00) rather than betting

on a reversal. As a matter of fact, only a move below 0.9050 would put doubts in our minds ...
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Dow Theory is in a classical bearish trend on USD/JPY as long as 85.50 is not broken: lower lows followed by lower

highs. Unless price clears out previous lower pivot - at 85.50 - the long-term trend on USD/JPY is still defined as a

bearish trend. 

However, we remain bullish on the short-term based on the underlying momentum, with a test of 84.20 high still a

realistic option later in 2012/Q2. However, we do not expect a break of the key level set at 85.50. Last week

saw the break of the 79.50/80 strong support, with a weekly bearish key reversal (new high, new low, closing below

previous week low), while this week an inside week pattern took place - high & low inside previous week range. In

other words, a potential pause is signaled via this inside week bar. A test of 78.80 is still possible - 61.8%

retracement of 75.60/84.50 - while below 78.80 price would then test the next support set at 78.30. This support

represents previous highs scored in December/January. Below 78.30, bears would then be in full control, with 75.60

has their next target. We continue to believe a reversal will take place, as long as 78.30 holds. 

On the big picture - should price breaks 85.50 - a double bottom pattern would then be in place (we will develop this

scenario in due time). The above rounding bottom pattern calls for a very strong support area at 78.80/00 (62%

retracement). Buy the dip remains our preferred short-term strategy, with stops below the 78.30 level, followed by

a rally to 84 region. Below 78.30, ooops ... bulls are squeezed out. A break of 80.60 on the other hand would be the

first signal things are turning in favor of the bulls again - invalidating last week key reversal sell signal.
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